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DefirdLtion of the Broblaa
The haste problem of the study w&& to dotenaino the extent of relationsliip between the Bernreuter Personality Inventory and the l-iinaosota Multipimsic Personality inventory at the college level*
problem of method*

l*rimarily this is a

-7

Heed for the Study Bieh research has been done on the Bernrouter Personality Inventory
sine© it was first published in 1931* The underlying problem of this
research has been to establish a valid eriterion-group in order to better
determine the predictive powers of the inventory*

III© results of these

esqperlmeuts have been far from conclusive and indicate that m c h more work
■■is/fE3©d©d if a proper ©valuation is to be realised**
/

It is apparent that this study is warranted because the relatively

m m clinical tool, the Minnesota &ultiphasic Inventory, which offers the

field of personality study a new approach via the external crlierion-group
siethod* has not been statistically compared with the Bemreuter Personality
Inventory 'in total*/
Beliidt&tions
To properly evaluate the relationship between the Bernrcuter Person

ality inventory and the Minnesota llultiphasic rorsonality Inventory,
critcrion-groups from the six areas of ‘
the former inventory— -high school
* See Chapter II
/ Some of the items in the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
were abstracted from the Bemreuter Personality Inventory by Hathaway
and McKinley*

2

boys and girls, adult zmn and w<ment and college sen and viosea?— and fi*aa
the general areas of the latter*— sianiml and abnormal— -would have to be used*
Because

of the pressures of tine tills study lias been limited to the ccsapaarX-

son of the results obtained

from ackmiisteriiig both tests to froshmon col

lege im3.es -who ■were considered normal— tiiat is, who were not institution
alised*
Definition of Personality
flie number of definitions of personality is probably only equalled by
the nus&er of bools and articles on the subject*

Certain basic ideas,

however, are common to all of the othervdso distinct definitions *
liurphy*3(211) triadic definition. of personality is an attest to sue*marisse the traditional and prevailing approaches:
1* A personality is a distinguishable individual, definable
in terms of the quolitive and cpaniitlve differentiation from
other sueh individuals*
2* A personality is a structured whole, definable in tenas
of its mm, distinctive structural attributes*
3* A personality is a structured cu?gaiiini3^nwluH}i¥a©rit field,
each aspect of ’milch stands in dynamic relation to each other
aspect* Thor® is organisation within the organism and organism,
\dhliln the eiwiroixient, but it is the cross organisation of the
two tliat is investigated in personality research*
The first approach has been used primarily by th© sociologist, the second
by the traditional research psychologist, and the latter by the more recent
clinicians *
Ogbuna end lfijako£f{25) exemplify the sociologist *s approach to person
ality when they define it in. the following way:
At birth the babe is a bumn uaiml* He is different from
both lower animlo and other husaan anisaals* He is ,oi in.Avls:Lalof.
identifiable, biological specimen; hence me call him an individual*
But be laclcs n&uay things which the term liuman connotes* Ho cannot
talk, he does not -wear clothes, ho lias no manners, xm lacks Ideals.
After birth, however, tilings begin to change* The eMlel associates
with other human beings and ccaass under the smay of their ouLiore;
he becomes a smzfoe? of society and achieves hama personality.
Socialisation is the tern used by the sociologist to designate this
process wlieroby the individual in converted into the person.
This approach, by itself, lias little applicability to Hie present problem,
for we must consider the individual as r,divlslbleM if xaoasurement of

Mstlnguiahable traits is to be attested.

(This does not, of course,

justify the position, that the individual is composed of integral ports,
but the success of measuring devices in distinguishing intra-trait differ
ences does tend to support this position.)
The second approach— the approach of the traditional research psych
ologists— is most applicable to this studyj for by considering the indi
vidual as a ^'structured whole, definable in terms of its own distinctive
structural attributes,!I a basis is established for measuring persomlity*
Super *0(30) definition of personality as nA pattern of traits or ways
of reacting to external stimuli*11 and Allport1^!) definition of person
ality as **# * * Hie dymoio organisation ’
within Hi© individual of those
psychophysical system ‘
that determine M s unique adjustments to M s en
vironment, n both exemplify this position.
The third approach— consideration of the personality m a structured
organisia-'©mrironB©nt field— has m o b to offer by combining the first two
approaches*

However, its place in tills study would be in the application

of Hie results toward better understanding of the measuring tool when
deterMMng the process of inter-octicm.

Cameronfs(6 ) view of personality

is essentially the s o m as the third approach, for he defines personalia as?
‘
The dymmic organisation of interleaking behavior system
that each of us develops through learning processes, as he grows
from a biological newborn to a biasoctal adult in an environment
of other individuals and culture products.
One1s position in defining personality is largely

a

question of empha

sis, whether on Hie environment, structure of the individual, or the inter
action of both of these factors.

Hie last choice, in. all probability, gives

the most nearly complete picture of the individual.*
and cannot k m m the total individual:

In any case we do not

wo only infer from representative data.

To facilitate understanding of Hie representative data tliis study places
emphasis on the structure of the iadivLdaal.

CHAPTER I I

RELATED RESEARCH

'Cenerol
The research that relates to- this stn% is relatively largo for the

Bornreuter Personality Inventory, but very limited for Hie Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory.
That research which is concerned with the validity of tin Bemreuter
Personality Inventory in selection of ttabiaormls,w and that which is con
cerned -with the correlation of the Minnesota ilultlpliasle Personality
Inventory with tests comparable to the Borareutcr Personality Inventory
Is the research that is most applicable to this study.
Research Related to the Bernreator Personality Inventory
In 1931 Robert 0. Berareuter published the Bernreuter Personality
Inventory.

By 1936 the inventory had become so popular that Palliater (2?)

found It to be the best-lmovm in his canvass of the American psychologists *
Hot only was the Inventory widely used during the thirties, but it
was also the subject of a prodigious amount of research.

In 19l*2 Super(33)

SUBKaarised the publications of research on the Beriireuter Personality
Inventory and found the folloadng trends:
1932, 7 distinct published studies 1 1933#. 21; 193h? 191
1935# 23i 1936, 171 1937# 12; 1938, 105 1939, 8; -md Ipho, 8.
It m o m that publication reached its peak in 1935# declined,
rose again in 1938, and m s stabilised at a ©omcwhat Immr,
but still fairly high, point during the last two years,
A total of more than 135 different published studies using
one psychological test is an impressive record.
Reviewing the Psychological Abstracts since 19&0 revealed the following
trends In publication:
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Table I
Besearefa on the Berzxreuter i^eFQomlity Inventory

It . I9hX
Ho,
6

±9h2
7

2$k3
3

X9kh
1

19kS

XC
M

h

2

I9hl
3

231$
0

19h9
1

19£)
0

This would appear to indicate a declining interest in the iiwenbory from
a research stond-point*

(Hide decline is probably escplainod by a surge

of interest for the projective technigues t*iat started in the early
forties*)

nevertheless, the inventory continues to be an important tool

in the field of clinical psychology*(3!)
The research that applies most directly to this study was , as stated,
that whichevaluates the Bernreuter Personality Inventory as a diagnostic
tool in the .selection of the "abnormal11 from the "normal.11
I2arshaXl(l6) started the movement by .giving the inventory to 371
patients, 106 of whoa were neurotics, the remaining patients being various
types of .psychotics.

The results indicated that >0 per cent of the neurotics

scored higher on the neurotic scale and the self-sufficiency scale than
00 per cent of Benireuterls normal group*

Furthermore, 20 per* cent of these

men and 10 per cent of the women made higher scores than any of tho subjects
in the normal group*
neurotic scale*

Paranoids all scored below the 5oth percentile on ’
the

Of the sorrisophrenics, 80 per cent oi tho autistic sales

and 63 per cent of the autistic females exceeded 'the 5>Qth percentile of ilm
normal group on the neurotic scale.

Ill of tho mnics scored below the

Soth percentile on the introversion scale, and tho depressed cases were all
above the Both percentile on the same scale*
Xu(36) reported that a tendency toward higher scores on the intro
version, neurotic, aim submissive scales was recoxxied on the Bcmreutcr
Personality Inventory when adiardsbcrec to 12? scI&sg:phrenics and 3u
laanie-doprcssives *
Bag© found a signifleant difference between a iintched group of 100

diagnosed psychoneuroties and 100 normal arsiy trainees, as diagnosed by
the Bemrcuter Personality Inventory, but concluded that the difference
cannot be, "considered to be indicative of any definite x’datioixship.54(26)
fro studies on the clinical validity of the Bemreuter war© made by
Landis and Eats. (13)

In the first investigation they found tliat ’
when they

analysed the scores of 103 house-oatients and hO out-patients on the neu
rotic scales that 33 per cent of the neurotics scored between the £Qtfo and
the DOtli percentile on the neurotic scale*

Of these neurotics 63 per coat

were above the 70th percentile on the neurotic scale*
above the 30th percentile*

Of the depressed cases 20 per cent were above

the 90ih percentile while U8 per cent of the
the ?0th percentile*

Hanics all scored

hrr,*GQciOvi eases were above

Hie second study was based on the results obtained

from 25?G noii-iixstituiio'aalised subjects*

The Id who scored the highest

and the 13 wtxo scored the lowest were selected.

Clinical diagnosis revealed

that 9 of tho highest group were normal and 9 were neurotic*
of the second group were normal and 12 were neurotic*
cluded that high scores m

Moreover, 6

Landis and Eats con

the neurotic seal© indicated a neurotic tendency

but that low scores did not necessarily indicate- freedom from neuroticism*
Landis, Zubin, and Katz(lh) mads a study with 123 aormls, 23 neurotics,
and 97 psychotics as the critex'Ion-groups and concluded that none of the
abxK>rmls were differentiated from Hie oilier groups*
Barley and Ingle (7) found the Bsmreuter Personality Inventory to be
ineffective in iden'tifyiag the ecsotional maladjustments of 26 diagnosed
psychotic©*
Be&ngeXIs(8) found that only £jl per cent of D O patients at the Hew
fork State Psychiatric Institute scored abare the Si*,th percentile on the
diagnostic scales*
Pattarson and associates (28) found a tendency for the- inventory to
select the neurotic and the psychotic from Hie normal, but many of the
maladjusted cases mad© acceptable scores.

?

An early study by Hateaw^(9) found that all 9 of the psychopathic
inferiors that he tested scared either no higher iiian 10 per cent or were
off trie scale entirely in the non-neurotic scale#
Those studies which indicate that the Berareuier Personality Inven
tory eaa (incriminate the normals from 'the abnormal® have separated the
psychotic® from the psyehoaeurotics* Marshall# lu* Page# and Patterson'
and associates followed this procedure*

la concluding that tho Berareuter

can distinguish the psychotic and neurotic from the normal# the reservation
is made that tills selection is of only moderate? reliability for groups and
very questionable ■■£or individuals*

Moreover # it is to be noted teat those

cases in which tee results indicated no discriminatory power in selection
of tee normals and in which the psychotics were separated from the neurotics#
smaller groups were used for tee criterion-groups»
Proa tee mass of research literature several pertinent generalisations
stand out clearly*
1* Conclusions based on the inventory are somewhat limited in select
ing tee normal from tee abnormal#
2*

Group tendencies can be indicated with more assurance than indi

vidual tendencies #
3* Extreme scores in the non-desirable direction m y indicate some
form of abnormality#
!i* Iscireme scores in the desirable direction do not necessarily in
dicate teat tee testee or testees are free from abnormality*
Research Related to tee Minnesota Multlphasic Personality Inventory
Correlations viere made between tee Guilford-Martin Inventory of Factors
STDCS by Iiote* (1$)

The results indicated teat there -was 3esse relationship

between tec two testsj however# not necessarily in tee areas expected*

It

m s found that there is only a moderate correlation between tee depression
scales of the two inventories* that the psychasteenia scale of tee Minnesota

8

IJoltdphasic Personality Inventory correlated most highly with the first
four faetors— S(social introversion), 1 (blinking intrcrversion), £ (depression),
and CKcycloid disposition)— of the StDCE ilmn with any other of the scales
of the Minnesota Mnltiphasic Personality Inventory,

It mt© also found that

each of the scales of the Quilford-^artin Inventory showed several correla
tions with s«ae of the scales of the Minnesota l&iltiphasic Personality X&veiifory* but that tliere was a higher Intra-correla tion of the SfBOE factors
than inter-corre^tion with any of the BLnaesotst Malfiphasio Personality
Inventory scales#

Loth concluded that the Guilford-Martin Inventory did

net have such applicability for differential diagnosis of personality dis
orders at the college level#
Wesl©y(3ii) correlated the results of the Quxlford*4lartin Personality
Inventory Factors O(objcct)# Ag(agreeable)# Co (cooperative) with the re
sults of the Minnesota Moltiphastc Personality Inventory#

Hie findings and

exclusions wore essentially the saase as those of Loth— narsely that neither
of the 0uilfordr4lartin tests had any definite relationship with the Minne
sota llultiphasic Personality Inventory*

CHAPTER I I I
METHOD OF THE STUDY

The Gritc^rion-Oroup
The criterion-group m s composed of fifty sales who entered the Uni
versity of Omaha in September, 1950.

An original sarnie of one hundred

and -five was selected from the school files by the use of a table of
randomly assorted digits.(29)

All of the one hundred and five ware con

tacted by telephone and asked to take the tost.

Because of outside work,

school activities, lack of extra-time, and leaving for the anaed services,
only fifty wore able to complete the two tests.

Their results are used m

the basis of this study,
Description of the Tost®
Two tests wore used In tills study— the Bemreuter Personally Inven
tory* and ih© Minnesota BuCLtiphaai© Personality Inventory.■»*
The Bemreuter is a self-administered inventory consisting of erne
hundred arid twenty-five questions vdiich are concerned with the testae1®
generalised behavior ami attitude*

The testee responds by circling wye©,w

*?no,w or *,?w depending on which is most appropriate*
of six separate keys which fit over the answer sheet*

Scoring is by means
The possible response®

are differently weighted according to each item1® diagnostic value*
weights range ftasi ? to

The

The rar>? score is obtained by adding algebra

ically the weights of the responses for each scale*
Eesultant seale-eeores are changed to percentiles by the use of a
tablo of Tentative Percentile norms*(3)
■» Hereafter will be referred to as the Bornrcuter.
*# Hereafter will be referred to as the JIMP!*

The Bernrouter purport® to measure in six areas*

They are:(2)

131-11 A measure of neurotic tendency. Persons scoring high on
this scale tend to be emotionally unstable# Those scoring
above tho 98 percentile would probably benefit from, psychi
atric or medical advice# Those scoring low tend to be very
well balanced emotionally#
B2-S A measure of self-sufficiency. Persons scoring Ix 1 on
this scale prefer to be alone, rarely ask for sympathy or
encouragement, and tend to ignore the advice of oi**»*e#
Those scoring low dislike solitude and often seek advice
and encouragement.
B3-X A zcensure of introversix-extroversioa* Persons scoring
high on this scale tend to be introverted % that is, they are
imaginative and tend to live within themselves# Scores above
tho 98 percentile bear the same significance as do similar
scores on the Bl-Ii scale# Those scoring law are extrovertedj
that is, they rarely worry, seldom suffer emotional upsets,
and rarely substitute daydreaming for action#
Bu-D

irfrfcC)'’
dLlkl'LXw of dooinance-submission# Persons scoring high
on this scale tend to dosBbaaie otliers in face-to-face situ
ations, Those scoring 1cm tend to be submissive#

Pl-C

A measure of confidence in oneself# Persons scoring high
on this scale tend to be ha eringly self-conscious and to
have feelings of inferiority; Chose scoring above the 98 per
centile vfouid probably benefit from psychiatric or medical
advice# Those scaring 1m tend to be wholesomely self-con
fident and to bo very well adjuster, to their enviroxssent,

F2-S A measure of sociability. Persons scoring high on this
scale tend to be nonsocial, solitary, or independent* Those
scoring Xcm tend to be sociable and gregarious*
The first four scales— the neurotic, aeH-suffieieucy, introversion*extroversion, doadjiance-subiidsslon-^were fonaulated by Bernreutor in 1931*
The items for these scales were selected from the four parcn-t-fonas in.
such the same- maimer as the items acre selected far tho parent#-!arms, iliat
is on the basis of ’die diagnostic significance of the item in the author*3
clinical experience« Validation, of the ikons was on the basis of Internal
consistency and correlation with tho yaron Cy1
" " # 11

v

mmmd bp ‘
thej»i* au cnor after esBEdsmtion of thecontent of

t#.'.--•.3*-d?Obtain.
the items#(U)

The last two scales— -self-confidence and sociability— were abstracted
from "the original four scales -by d# u* xlaaagan In 1935 by the use of the
Hotelling Method of Principal Components.
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There is a high degree of interneorrelation, of the scales as repealed
by the foliating tablet(2)
Table II
Cocffici.. ..-s of Intorcorrelation
The Benasylvania State College (Ilea) Eagiaaer:lag Students

B1-H
B2—S
B3-I
Bk~B
n-c

B2-S

B3-I

8lt-D

Fl-C

1*2-3

~*3?

.95
-.31

-.80
•U7
-.69

.95
— pit
.90
-.88

.32
.60
.39
.0?
.11

I - lb?
The reliability was reported 'to range fro© r 5 *?S to *S?2 over a three
month period* (2 )
Tbo conflations of the original scales with the parenb-fonas ranged
from *6? to *9u*
fh© I&1PX is also a self-administered inventory.

It appears in two

f3ras~~the IiKiividaal (Card) Foma and the Group (Booklet) Form*

It has

been found that there is no essential difference between the results ob
tained from use of the two ■different forms. {.33) Tho Group (Booklet) Form
was used in this study*
The questions on this fora are also concerned ^ith th© teste# •»
generalised behavior arid attitude; however* a great many of the questions
concern specific action and events*

The testae responds by categorising

his answers into three general areas— true, false, and cannot say*

Those

items which are unusual responses for each of the areas of -tho test are
scored, and tho raw scores converted 'to T-scores by means of the tables in
the manual*
The MMPI has four validity scales and purports to measure in nine
areas {clinical scales).(10)
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‘
Hi© Validity Scales
The Question Score (?)
The Question score is a validating score consisting simply
of the "total number of items put in the Cannot say cai&ogoryj the
sise of tills score affects the significance of
.<tUr scores.#
large Question scores •invalidate all others* A “borderline*1
Question score probably noons that the subject’s actual score,
if he had not used the Cannot say category at all, would deviate
farther from the averagTTIaS m s observed score indicates# In
its ovm right tlie 'Quo'"si jo scorn is an indicator of personality
factors, but b o specific clirdcal matorial on it has boat analysed*
High scores have often bi.cn observed to occur in psychos dienic
and retarded depression patients*
fixe Lie Score (L)
The t score is also a validating score 'that affords a measure
of the degree to which ‘the subject may be attempting to falsify
Iiis scores by always choosing the response that places him in the
most acceptable light socially* A IJLgb 1 score does not -entirely
invalidate the other scores but indicates that tho true values
are probably higher -than those actually ofctu n_xl* In some cases
the L score may be of interest in its own "X ^ as a measure of
a special personality trend*

The Validity Score (F)
Hie F score is not a personality scale but serves as a check
on the validity of the whole record* If the .F score is high, the
other scales are likely to bo invalid cither because the subject
was careless or unable to comprehend the items, or because exten
sive scoring or recording errors wore made* A low F score is a
reliable indication that 'the subject’s responses vrere rational
and relatively pertinent#
Hie E 'Score (K)
Hie E score is used essentially as a correction factor to
sharpen the ulscriioinatory power of the clinical variables measured
by the Inventory. As such, E acts as a suppressor variable.
If it is to be given any concrete nonstatistieal acrnVrj,
the K score is to be thought of as a 'measure of tost-tabl-* *ttitude * aixi is related to the L and F attitudes but is ax. ux <*t more
subtle and probably taps a slightly different set of distorting
factors. A high K score represents defensiveness against patho
logical weaioaess, and nay indicate a defensiveness that verges
upon deliberate distortion in the direction of making a. more
nnormiB r e xanee* A low K score tends to indicate that a per
son is, ii ^n/Ghing, overly candid and open to self-criticism
and the admission of syi^ptorns even though they m y be minimal
in strength, k low £ score can also result from a deliberate
attempt to obtain bad scores or to make a bad impression O’plusgettingt!).
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The Clinical Scales
The Hypochondriasis Scale (3s)
The Hs scale is a aeasure of amount of abnormal concern
about bodily functions* Persons with high Hs scores are unduly
worried ewer their health* They frequently complain of pains and
disorders vihich are ulf:'x'cult to identify and for which no clear
organic basis can be found* It is characteristic of the hypochondriac
that he is ironature in his ap xroach to adult problems, tending 'bo
fail to respond with adequate i n s i s t *
Hypochondriacal canqlnints differ from hysterical co. .plaints
of bodily malfunction in that the hypochondriac is of L. . wore vague
in describing his eo~ylnIiibo an;.,, in that he doe j not s
such
clear evidence of having ;ot out of an u naceen^ble situation b y
virtu© of his & z m p l o » j 3 as uoes the hysteric*
lie hypocauudriac
more frequently has a long history of exaggeration of physical
co>.plaints one of seeldLuq jyipatliy*
hi «h psychological treat .out a high score may often be improved, but the basic personality is unlikely -bo change radically.
t k m a x m organic sickness does not raise a person*s score ap-^eciably,
for tl'ie scale detects a difference between the organically sick
person
the hypochondriac*
The Depression Scale (D)
The D scale sieasures the depth of the clinically recognized
symptom or symptom complex, depression*
Hie depression may be
the chief disability of the subject or it x j accompany, or be a
result of, other personality problems* Vs. 1 y i> score indicates
poor morale of she emotional type with a i\ ~ t a , of uselessness
and inability to assume- a normal oetiiaisn
bh r, atrd % o the
future. In certain cases the depression may bo -well liiddon from
casual observation, This is the so-called “smiling depression*r!
The depressive undercurrent is revealed In each cases by ’.he sub
ject* s specific discourse ami bis outlook on the future* Often
such persons insist that thoir attitude is the only realistic one*
since death is inevitable and 'time passes, though ibis may be
true* the average "verson is— possibly erroneously-— -not so deeply
co \Gi race »iuh the grim realities of life. A hirv score further
siigqertr a c .exactoristic personality backgro c > in that tho per
son who reacas to stress -with depression is ehar''cter^ ,v©c5 b y lack
of solf-confidence* pendency to worry, narx’a&m in of lu'b
is,
and introversion* M s scale, together with Ui ho am
./ scales,
will Identify the greater* ^■"oportion of those p- roono non under
medical care who are ear
d p called neurotic, us well as in
dividuals so abnormal as a need psychiatric a i k ntion.
borne high-scoring persons vd.ll change rather rapidly In re
sponse to improved enviroixaer.it or to pep talks and psychotherapy,
but such individuals 'rill be likely to remain subject to otter
attacks.
The greater number, on the other hand, will not respond
readily to treat. 1 1, but o j* scores will slowly toad to approach
the normal level xfa the ^ a passage; of time.
The listeria Seal© (Hy)
The Hy scale Pleasures the degree to which th© subject is like
patients who have developed conversion-type hysteria s y m p t o m *
Such symptoms nay be general systemic complaints or mors, specific
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drery item finally chosen for this scale indicated a trend
ill tile direction of foainim t*” on the part of male sexual in
verts* 23aXos with very high ^ scores have frequently been
found to be either overt or xcreased s-amal inverts ♦ However,
homosexual abnormality must aoz be assumed on the basis of a high
score without confirmatory dvHonce* iCSig foaalcs high scores
cannot yet be safely assumed to have similar c l i n i c significance,
and the interpretation must be limited to measurement of the
general trait*
The Ilf score is often important in vocational choice,.
Generally speaking, it is well to match a subject vocationally
.ith work that is appropriate to his M level*

flie Paranoia Scale (Pa)
The Pa scale was derived by contracting normal persons with
a group of clinic patients who were- characterised by suspiciousness, svei sensitivity and delusions of persecution, with or with
out ocpaasive egotism* The diagnoses were usually paranoia, para
noid state or paranoid schizophrenia. Here again, however, ore
have observed a for very porunoi p
who have successfully
avoauC'— oo ursyxng meiasoj-vcs in t-_e t.«. r ojl onxs scale*
Persons with an eiccess amount o* pianola suspiciousness
are qoia ..on and in xixiy situations arc not os socially handicapped*
it is difficult ana dangerous to insbitailonillae or otherwise
protect society frou xhe borderline paranoiac bccao.se lie appears
so normal vjhcii ho is on guard and lie is so gulch so become liti
gious or otiusrwise 'to take action vengeful
voiiist anyone who
attests to control alia* a t sirwild be neeulc.38 vu add it it
persons recei» a*., vory higfx sc awe on this scale must be ha,idled
with special ijpreciation of V *cs:• implications. Alih Mgk valid
scores of 80 o*n above on this scale are nearly always signifi
cant of disabling abnormality, the range from 70 to 30 oust also
be chocked by clinical judgment.
The .Psychasthenia Scale (?fc)
The Ft scale measures the similarity of tho subject to
psychiatric patieii'vwj \v*i-O
urouolea op pilobxun ox oo*upHsave
behavior* The eo» .pulsive Led. v ”
sy bo elimr explicit, as
depressed by one.
.ssive hand
ineffectual activity, ox*, iuplicx , s in the 1 x. -iity to escape
unices thinking or obsessive ideas. Hie phobias include all
types of unreasonable fear of 'things or situations as well as
cverroactlori to more reasonable six ill.
Mar:y persons show phobias or Jaapulslvo behavior without
being greatly incapacitatod* Such JL*os* phobias as fear of snakes
or spiders and such compulsions as b* lag forced to count objects
seen* in arrays or always to return .and cheek a locked door are
rarefy disabling* Frequently a psyehaattosic tendency m y be
manifested merely In a mild depression, excessive m r ry, lack of
confidence, or inability to concentrate.
Ft Is correlated to a negligible degree with the other scales,
cnecepi fox’ tho 3c scale* Hiere Is an underatanddblo tendency for
depression to accompany abnarxaally high scores* The basic per
sonality pattern of the ys/'chasthwnic individual Is relatively
difficult to change, but insight and relief from general stress
nay lead to good adjustment* As in the Pa scale the valid T

scores fbovo 30 are likely to represent -disabling abnos^ulit/,
but the range of 70 to So should bo chucko'
clinical juxrisont since with a favorable 1^vlroau -at

02

tory factors the subject say ..of o market

n 1 oilier ca.i *< usa-

;uidicappeci.

ill© S c h iz o p h re n ia S ca le (S c)

The Sc scale measures the sir&larity of the subjects re
sponses to those patients who ar© characterised by bizarre and
unusual thought 02" behavior. There is a splitting o£ tv. <rtbV o 
tive life of ‘lie sehisophranic person from reality ao
w.e
ons,:,rv«x c-:umot follow rationally the shifts in mood or behavior.
Hi:;. 3c scale distinguishes about 60 per cent of observed
cases diagnosed as schi^op^enia. It does not identify some
paranoid types of sciiizo^ srtnla, which, however, usually score
high on the Pa, and car u ox other c-uk-s u
1 charac. **n -sea by
relatively pore schisoiu behavior. It
. o chat ^ ^ or ‘two
additional scales will b* .a eesaary to id.
r -ue latu* cases,
tub tills is riot, surprisi/g; jLa aha light ox
^ frequently expressed
>s'Oklulric opinion tfcrs ^oh.le ,yhferxia is not a clinical entity
but a oup of rathei1 hebororjenoois coAi~l Hons.
dost profiles siid a high Jc score rill show sever.-! other
high points, and farthe
ufLc^ 3 or via: v;fll: n».od to be car
rion out by subjective
... of ^ case. .::c pclonal to other
scale iatercorrelatloris> « o cor ^ tion ox uc .ixuh Ft for normal
cases is .04. loth eHper&enee an cas fact that tl is correlation
•.roes to 7p on abnormal cases lea* us to iocl vb.ro, at least act
•fhe present, there is value in using both scales. (Hi.deal eicperience shows that about twice as noay eases diagnose^
schizophrenia
obtain v.uove borderline Sc scores as attain such scores
Ft. An
appreciable nurber of clinic cases not uiugnojuv. .0 seed ophrem.a
score Lie: on bie scale, Those cases it nrrrly always characterised
by co.:Hie .ted symytoiaatie patterns. Jio clbiielan should be vary
heel'dart to apol/ the diagnostic teisi cnlsppnrinlu because* of'"!*®
igaX-Th leatoons.
’
"**’*
The ilypaaania Scale (Ma)
The Ha scale luoasaroa vu^ p rsonality factor c - r cteristie
of persons vd.th a.iia;ou aver.r;* JLviiy in thought
icbion.
The word hypomonia refers so a lessor state of lairaxi* Aidfough
the real irmie puifUnt is iao la^
proto I.nc for c-iio
ninsaao,H the hypomanic
**>on a„u~D just slight!/ off normal.
Sone ox the scale items —.* more accentuations of ^ranl re
sponses. A pr Incipal da aacuity la f..v ucvHLopu nu of the scale
was the didf-reiitiatlan _ liriiccb-... * »o.*a.dc g.fow^nds f1*001
normal persons alio are neroxy ambiclous, vigorous ana full of
plans.
The h y p a a a id c p a tie n t has u s u a lly g o t into tr o u b le because
o f u n d e rt-d c in g to o m anr tS d n g s. he I s a c tiv e and o :ith u s ia .a tic «
G o i'icra ry to coianon u i^ c ta 'tio n. <.
a ls o b©
^u p rce so d
a t t in e s . I lls a c ti« r -uiv-s ;xay
im*
w ith othc-j. > o le tu^ough
h is a t'tfciu p ts to r e fo r u s o c ia l p ra c o x c e , h is e n tiia s iw ^ ore s t i r r i n g
up o f p r o j ^ w t s
> ch he « .u i ira y lo s e h i fo r e s t, or
disregard
o f s o c ia l o j . ^ wj.o iw * In
la c ca r c o n n o c tia n in ^
\ fc Ix ito

emu ole an
XvtM» a xcx* p<ni.“OOl-lU'edygL; Oju
W-f.tfits/0 ;■>. ^-f'3G'd.
ps^chapaUiIa personality -ac better called r^po^aiiic *

1Y

Thia scale clearly identifies about 60 per cent of diagnosed
cases and yields a score in the 60-70 range for the remainder,
for scares around ?0 the protftn of normality hinges lacre upon the
direction of the overactivu^T waiter than upon the absolute score*
Even estrone: cases tend to j. better with time, but the con
dition .tends to reappear ^ xxodically*
Items far the IIMP! were selected froms
♦ * * several psychiatric exsE&nations directions Farm,
from various' tex,tbo*Jw of psvtshiatrv, from certain 'a
'dlreer for c uf tdrlup te mediate
ad neurology, and from the
oriji nl p iUshod oc -Xcs fro** e^jonal and social attitude* (11)
Tho items were then admij&sicre-d to a group of normals and to groups of
aUxorraals who had been diagnosed abnormal in each of the respective clas
sifications by extensive study at the University of Steriesota Hospital.
Only ttosc items which tended to differentiate the normal from the ab
normal and tire different classifications of abnormal were retained# Each
item was given a score of «!*»
In the development of tee scales Hathaway and McKinley found teat
from pO to 80 per cent of each of tbs ogyohxateloally diagnosed groups
were differentiated from the normal groups. (10)

.Also, it mis found that

the groups were generally differentiated from each other by tee scales for
hysteria, hypoimxnia, psychopathic deviation(19), hypoc!lomlriasis(1?) ,
pspchastecniaClO), and depression(12) • For those cases which were not
significantly differentiated from tee normal group it was found that
significant trends were evident*
The test-rotest relia'; ilitics have been reported to range from *71
to *83 (32).
Statistical Prodectoe
Beans and standard deviations wore computed for all of tee scales of
bote toots except tee Question (?) scale of tee BMEE* (Tho Group /teookletJT'
Fans tends to cut tee question r s »onses to a minimum and for this sastple
tlx© question count was negligible*) tee following formula m s vised to
compute the standard deviationt(29)
c ,
bc| =

te /US'
----n - \
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The syiabols are interpreted .as follow 5 s equals the standard deviation;
S?*; equals idie sum of the differences squared} and n equals idle sig© of
the sample#
To find the significance of the difference be'tween the simdy**sampl©
and the original Bernreuter^asaple utJen were computed*

The following

fomila for computing the significance of the difference between two \m*~
correlated means, vjhon the sample-gises are not equals «as used* (29)
_x- _ _ w _ Y
/ n« n-i.in, t-n^-2-)
X

-X,

x2- y

fn,f«*WSV-+£x?)

Hie symbols are interpreted as followss x, and
respective samples; n, and

.are the means of the

the sis© of the sidles} and £><i** and

tho sum of the differences squared#
Correlation coefficients were calculated on the raw scores by ‘the
use of Bkdlesm**s(20) seatter^grax technique which utilised a modification
of the i^arscui^Produets ttment Correlation Coefficient formula#

The

following fomila for the correlation coefficient was usedt
^ __ _
n C ^Icjy clg)
( £lcly)
V

lli©symbols are interpreted
sample} the

w

l ^ d ^ - f e d x ) ’'

V h ( E c i ?y)- fEcl^)2-

as follows: n, as before, is the sis©of

the

is the frequency of the sample on the g axis times the

distance from the x axis} the a * is the frequency of the sample on the x
axis time® the distance from the g axis; the

is the distance from the

x axis squared times the frequency of the sample on the g axis} the £d.xx
is the distance from the g axis squared times the frequoncy on the x axis;
SlcUcI^ is the distance from the x axis times the sample frequency times the
distance from the y axis for each point on the distribution#

CHAPTER If

RESULTS AMD 0M2L&SIDBS

Comparison of the Groups#
Because the maam# standard deviations, and site of the sables lor
the miPL were not available, the co^-parison of the observed s ^ l o t o the
original standardlsatlcai group was calf possible with the Bernreuter.

Th©

result® obtained in th© present stuc^r speared to indicate that the college
group used lor this study was caqparable to that used by Bornrouter for his
original standardisation#

The exception to this was the scans of the two

groups for the 33-1 (Inteovex*3ion-E^iraversion Seale)*
study tested wore in the extroversion direction*
•was only significant at the #05> level*
ferent picture*

'Hie sample of this

However# this difference

Flanaganfs scales presented a dif

11101“© appeared to be a large discrepancy in the samples#

for the means were significantly different at the *01 level*

M s would

Indicate that the criterlon-group for this study was less soli-eonftdant
and more non-social than that used by Flanagan for his standardisation#
In any event, the eiscrepaney is in tte direction of the iioaa-desirable and
would tend to accent the relationships when compared 'to the MMPX which was
so consciously standardised on abnormals*
Correlation Results^
To facilitate presentation of the results of the correlations# each
of the Besrareuter scales, with the oorresponding significant correlations,
is presented sepai’ately.
H M J (ileurotlc)s

Tlio Eeurotic Scale correlated at the 1 per cent level of

confidence with four of the 1X1PI scales— negatively with the K (cor
rection factor) Scale; positively with the D (depression), Ft
See iable V# page 3X»
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(payehasthcnia)*
t i m which

Sc (schizophrenia) Seales#

A negative correla-

was significant at the $ per cent level of confidence was

founct with ine

(hypoE&xda)

B2-S (Self^Sufficiency) %

Self-Sufficiency Scale correlated signifi

The

cantly only with the M

Scale»

(interest)

Scale and this correlation was

significant at 'the $ per cent level of confidence*
B3-I

(Introversion-ttc'troveu’sion) : The Xiitroversion-Extroversion Scale
correlated at the 1 per cent level of confidence with three of the
HiPI Scales— ®. negative correlation, also, with the K correction
factor} Scale; positive correlation with the & (depression) m d Ft
(psychastl^enia)

Scales.

Correlations at

the $ per cent level of

confidence were found with the Uf (interest) Scale and Sc (schizo
phrenia; *
Bt-4).

(Bosiinance-Subiidssion): The Doiaiirisce-Siifeiidssloai Scale correlated
at the 1 per cent level of confidence with two of tiu
negatively

with the 0 (depression) and the Ma (hypoaania) Scales*

Megativ© correlations
found with

Scales—

at the 5 per cent level of confidence were

the Ft (psychasthenia) and Sc (schizophrenia) Scales.

Fl-C (Self-Confidence):

fhe Self-Confidenc© scale correlated at the 1 per

cent level of confidence with four of the IMPI Sc.iles— negatively
with the K (correction factor) and the Ma
with

(hyposaaia) Scales; positively

the D (depression) a m Ft (psychasthenia) Scales.

It also cor

related positively at the $ per cent level of confidence 'With the
Sc

(schizophrenia) Scale*

i'2-S (Sociability):

The Sociability

Scale correlated at the 1 per cent

level of confidence with one iHIPI Scale— Sc (schizophrenia)— only,
and

that m a in a positive direction.

Correlations at the $ per cent

level of confidence were found vdth the D (depression) ami Hf (interest)
Seal© which were also positive.
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Conclusions
Several striking facts' are apparent froia the correlation, results*
1*

Significant correlations of the Bemreuher with the MIPX Diag

nostic Scales occur most frequently with the B (depression), Ft (psychajsthenia, So (scliisophrenia)
2,

and Ma (l^Tpomania) Scales.*

Significant correlations of the Bl-K (neurotic), B3-I (Introver-

sioa-Sbdxoversion), and Fl-C (Self-Confidence) Scales with the K (correction
factor) Scale wore found*

It would appear, then that people scoring 1cm

on these three scales (in the “desirable” direction) would tend to show
“defensivemess against psychological v/£3aIcness,H(lD) on the MMPI*

IMs

would bo in concordance with the study by Hathaway (supra page 7) iu which
he found. 9 psychopathic deviates scoring In the "best” ID per cent of the
Neurotic Scale*
3*

The frequency of significant correlations with the Ft (psychasthenia)

Scale is in concordance with the work of Hathaway and Estes (21) in develop
ing scale 0 for the JBSPI*

This scale -was derived without the use of cri

teria external to the 'test, the selection of items being bacod on the Intereorrelations of the items themselves,

"lb© item content was that of a

typical ’neurotic1 or ’maladjusted1 sort which predominates on a priori
scale such as the Ihurstone or the Bernreuter Bl-H*” (23)

The scale had a

reliability and validity coefficient of #23 or better; however, it was
found to be useless in discriiainating any clinical group*

It correlated

,91 with the Ft (osyehasthenia) Scale*
h.

Acceptance of Hathaway and McKinley* s(l?, 19, 12) criterion-group

of neurotics, which was predominately diagnosed by the neurotic triad—
th© Hs (hypoclioridriasis), D (depression), :.wd Hy (hysteria)■— plus the ob
servation that the roost frequent correlations of the Bernrcuter vd.th the
LUPI Scales were with 'the D (depression) Scale and that there were no signifi
cant correlations with the other two, lends to the conclusion that the type
of neuroiieism that Bernreuter was referring to was symptomatic depression*

5*

fh© highest correlation found between the two scales was the B3~X

(latreve^ion?-}^
Seal© of th© W P S #

Scale

m

th© Bernreuter with th© B (depression)

Bingham *s tahle(S) of the, “Value© of Function© of r,«

indicates that this Is only X$*&3 P©* ©oat better than chuaee.

chapter
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mmmi

The basic problem of 'this study m s to find the relationship between
the Bernreuter and the 2&2PI.

To do this fifty males -who entered the Uni

versity of Omaha in tee fall of 1$?§0 were given both tests* and correla
tion coefficients were computed on tee resultant raw scores*

itienty-teree

of tiie sixty correlations were significant* with fourteen of these being
aignlfleant at the 1 per cent level of confidence*

However, none of the

correlations are of practical significance for precise prediction of
individual, standings from one test to- th© other*
The implications of tee study appear to be teat extremely deviate
scores on tee Bernreuter have? little diagnostic significance by themselves*
or as MeEinley, Batfaamy* and Meehl concluded from their experience with
th© G Scale* ”* * • persons who say certain things about themselves also
'have a tendency to say certain other things about themselves.**{22 )
Th© practical, implications would be teat tee general clinical prac
tice of administering tec fT.PI along with tee Bemreuter Is- a valid on©,
for inferences based on tee Bernreuter in diagnosing clinical abnormalities
are very limited, at least among college students.

amrm n

mo&Esmm mu Pimmis studt
From tee structure and results of the study several suggestions for
future studies become apparent*
1.

Studies comparable to this erne using females.

2.

Studies comparable to this one, using criterion-groups of tee

same education and age as 'were used in the original standardisation of
tee Bernreuter.
3.

Ckxaparison of the results of adrainistoring the two tests to a

group of institutionalised abnorsals -who had been differentially diag
nosed into tee respective UMPX classifications.
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